Look! Professor Angell Brings

Lyrics by Andrew Leman · Music by Felix Mendelssohn, arranged by Troy Sterling Nies

Soprano

Look! Professor Angell brings--- a strange box of arcane things. Here’s a lengthy manuscript,----- and news items

Alto

Look! Professor Angell brings--- a strange box of arcane things. Here’s a lengthy manuscript,----- and news items

Tenor

Look! Professor Angell brings--- a strange box of arcane things. Here’s a lengthy manuscript,----- and news items

Bass

Look! Professor Angell brings--- a strange box of arcane things. Here’s a lengthy manuscript,----- and news items
Look! Professor Angell brings a metal box of bas relief! Look! Professor Angell brings a strange box of bas relief! Look! Professor Angell brings a strange box of bas relief! Look! Professor Angell brings a strange box of bas relief!

And, defying disbelief, here's young Wilcox's strange and vaguely fright'ning.

And, defying disbelief, here's Wilcox's strange and vaguely fright'ning.

And, defying disbelief, here's Wilcox's strange and vaguely fright'ning.

And, defying disbelief, here's Wilcox's strange and vaguely fright'ning.
Look! Professor Angell Brings  

arcane things. Read! his tale of awful dreams,--- full of dark and 

evil themes. Omni-present eerie sounds---- seem to come from 

all around. Night-mares of a local artist baffling even 

all around. Bad night-mares quite 

all around. 

Night-mares
Look! Professor Angell Brings a metal box of arcane things. Hear! The tale of poor Le Grasse—— in a swamp with
Look! Professor Angell Brings Spanish moss. Hunting down some Cajun voodoo, he discovered something new: Cultists mad and homicidal dancing 'round their eldritch idol. Burn it all! Don’t even wait. Don’t let the contents
Look! Professor Angell brings a metal box of correlate! Look! Professor Angell brings a strange box of arcane things.